
Our company is looking to fill the role of network professional. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for network professional

Evolve and optimise Northern European Transport Networks into a
converged network structure to provide future proof transport services, High
Speed MPLS / BT Cloud
Project manage specific parts of the Build out of the business to business
Transport and Access network infrastructure in line with the BT 2020 Strategy
Plan and own the delivery of pre-provisioning network elements to ensure
that nodes are always capable of supporting orders across several planning
teams
Proactively drive the planning of the network elements to ensure that the
network is always capable of supporting customer requirements
Contribute to budget setting and monitor own budget to meet the agreed
target
Provide on the job training to others
Ensuring the transport network has the capacity and reliability needed to
support traffic related to the different service platforms
Liaise with internal customers & Stakeholders to obtain and understand all
forecast requirements needed to develop and maintain a consolidated
forecast of demand for both core and access networks
Analyse traffic actual and forecast related to each service platform and for
special projects, producing proposals for optimising the network
Support the network roadmap / prgramme build and medium term strategy
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For Aruba looking for an ACMA or ACMP, and/or an ACCA or ACCP (the "A"
vs "P" is just the associate vs professional level)
Able to use networking tools Cisco Prime (LMS), update documentation
(Visio), navigate Linux file server, utilize ftp
Due to US requirements, must be US Citizen
LAN/WLAN Management - Troubleshooting/Problem Resolution, LAN/WLAN
Protocols, LAN/WLAN Protocols - Spanning Tree, LAN/WLAN Structured
Cabling Design, Installation and Fiber Plant Management, Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP)/ Internet Protocol (IP) - Debugging
LAN/WLAN Mgmt, LAN/WLAN Vendor Knowledge - Aruba, Security/Firewall
- Firewall Architecture, Voice/VoIP Knowledge - CUCM, WAN Vendor
Knowledge - Cisco
Clearance required (Secret or above)


